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KOOZARCH Collage 

Connector and Students Epicenter on the A VI 
The documents required for the 2nd exercise assignment will show how your strategies related 
to the research and development made before have been implemented on the site proposed. The 
program layout need to be expressed in the set of documents. 

To explain this in the most accurate way, each team of students will produce at least the 
following documents: 

1. Site plan / Location and how the proposal reacts to the context (estimated scale 1/500) 
2. Process Summary. Diagrams, collage, maps, models that help us to identify the proposal 

strategies, and the process used 
3. Plans, the whole set of levels even the roof plan. (with context) 1/250 
4. Sections two perpendicular at least and a set of elevations or images of the proposal 1/250 
5. Last proposal Model and pictures of it included in the A2 documents 

The scales estimated for each type of document are only indicative, you can adapt them 
depending on your own proposal necessities. 

Important note: 

The whole set of documents need to be A2 format printed and folded to A3 format in 
order to put it in the folder of each student with the rest of the previous work. 

Do not forget to put in every document:  
5 or 6  (depending on your  selected level) 
Name and Surname of the three members in Capital letters  

The folder of the course need to be with the completed form included the Portrait Photograph 

Although it is not necessary a set of documents for each member of the team to make the 
presentation of the next 6th, (a single copy is enough), for the final grade of this exercise the 
complete exercise 2 assignment must be included in the folder of each student of the group.


